Abstract: Tor hidden service allows the hidden service provider to provide TCP service without revealing its location, protecting the anonymity of both client and server at the same time. The length of the hidden service circuit is one time longer than normal Tor circuit. Although tor hidden service ensures the anonymity of both sides, the transmission is slow and there are more encryption and decryption because of longer circuit. Aiming at the disadvantages of tor hidden service, an improved method to build a hidden service circuit is proposed. Shorter circuit improves its transmission efficiency while multipath lowers the probability of being traffic analyzed. At the end we carried out an experiment with Shadow simulator and analyzed the improvement of performance and security the proposed method brought.
Introduction
Deep web [1] is the pages that cannot be searched by normal search engines, which contain enormous information. So far the widest used anonymous communication system is Tor (the onion router) [2] . Tor encrypts the message from users in layers and passes it via several onion routers instead of sending it straightly to provide both way low latency anonymous communication [3] .
Normal Tor circuit protects the anonymity of the client. To protect the anonymity of the server at the same time, Tor provides hidden service, which allows hidden service provider to provide TCP service without revealing the location of the server [4] . In this way it can protect the server from DDos attack. Although it has been 10 years since the hidden service has been published, the protocol has not been changed basically. Because of that, there are a lot of disadvantages need to be improved. The length of the hidden service circuit is double the length of normal Tor circuit. A circuit with 6 hops greatly increases the delay. And also, if there is one node that was not chosen properly, there is a probability that the low bandwidth node becomes the bottleneck of the circuit which lowers the efficiency of the entire circuit. With the increase of the network traffic, the problem of hidden service is becoming prominence [5] .
[6] proposed a technique to build an anonymous channels with the hidden service circuit of Tor. This technique can improve the transmission efficiency of the circuit and enhance the anonymity of both sides. But it is more vulnerable to traffic analysis attack compared to the original protocol. [7] proposed a method to enhance traffic analysis resistance of hidden services by adding multiple path in a circuit, which is more robust under traffic analysis attack and more secure than the original hidden service. But the circuit structure is more complicated and there is not obvious improvement of communication efficiency.
Tor's hidden service has two major problems: low transmission efficiency and low security. This paper proposes an improved method aiming at these problems.
Tor Hidden Service

Work Flow of Tor Hidden Service
The most important part of Tor hidden service protocol is the rendezvous point, which transfers the data of both sides to make sure that each of them do not know the information of the other side. Meanwhile the rendezvous point does not know the identity of either side in order to ensure both sides' anonymity to the utmost [9] . The specific process of Tor hidden service protocol is introduced below.
Step 1: First the hidden server generates a pair of keys for the hidden service. Then it picks 3 to 10 relays and asks them to be the introduction point. The introduction points send back RELAY_COMMAND_INTRO_ESTABLISHED after verifying.
Step 2: The hidden server generates a hidden service descriptor for the hidden service, includes the public key of the hidden service, secret-id-part, publication time, protocol version, list of introduction points and the signature of hidden service descriptor. Then the hidden server generates two replicas of the descriptor and uploads them to hidden service directory servers for users to search. So far, the hidden service is deployed.
Step 3: The client who is going to request for the hidden service has obtained the onion address z.onion out of band, which is calculated with the public key of the server. The client calculated the descriptor id with the onion address so that it can download the hidden service descriptor from the hidden service directory server, after which the client obtained the list of introduction points and there public keys.
Step 4: The client randomly chooses a relay and asks it the act as rendezvous point. Then the rendezvous point responds the client with RELAY_COMMAND_RENDEZVOUS_ESTABLISHED cell.
Step 5: The client connects to one of the introduction point though a Tor circuit and sends it a RELAY_COMMAND_INTRODUCE1 cell to ask for its service. The cell contains IP, port, key of the rendezvous point, rendezvous cookie and the first half of Diffie-Hellman handshake gx.
Step 6: The introduction point forwards the above information to the hidden server in a RELAY_COMMAND_INTRODUCE2 cell, after which it sends a RELAY_COMMAND_INTRODUCE_ACK cell to the client to instruct the client to close the connection to the introduction point.
Step 7: The hidden server builds a circuit to the rendezvous point and sends it a RELAY_COMMAND_RENDEZVOUS1 cell containing rendezvous cookie, the second half of Diffie-Hellman handshake gy and digest KH.
Step 8: The rendezvous point sends the client the rest of the command cell though RELAY_COMMAND_RENDEZVOUS2 cell after verifying the rendezvous cookie.
Step 9: After receiving the data from rendezvous point, the client finishes the Diffie-Hellman handshake after verifying the handshake digest KH. The client sends a RELAY_COMMAND_BEGIN cell to the hidden server though the new circuit in order to begin communication.
Both sides can communicate though hidden service circuit like a normal Tor circuit. The main difference is that the circuit consists of 6 hops with 3 of them chosen by the client and 3 of them chosen by the hidden server. The delay is larger because the circuit is twice longer than a normal circuit. Through the process of establishment, both the introduction point and the rendezvous point do not know about either identity or location of both sides, which ensures the anonymity of both sides.
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Shortcomings
Tor hidden service can protect the anonymity of both service requester and service provider at the same time, but there are still shortcomings, which are slow circuit establishment and large transmission delay. There are 4 normal Tor circuit needed to be built in the process of hidden service circuit establishment, so the circuit establishment is slow. And also, the data transferred has to be passed through 6 hops which is a lot slower than normal 3 hops circuit. Moreover, the security provided by the hidden service circuit is limited. If the attacker is able to observe both sides effectively, there is a probability that both sides' identity is revealed.
Improved Method to Build a Circuit
Process of Building a Circuit
Based on the original protocol modifications were made as following:
(1) Before sending cells to the introduction point, the client chooses a relay (OR1) as entry node and establishes a connection with it.
(2) After choosing a relay (OR2) as middle node, the server sends an extend command through introduction point. After receiving the command cell, the client passes the cell to the entry node by modifying the circuit ID without modifying the payload to extend the circuit to the middle node.
(3) The server sends an extend cell to the client through introduction point, indicating the middle node to extend the circuit the exit node.
(4) The server extends the circuit to m-1 exit nodes by the same way where m is set by the server [11] .
(5) After the circuit is built, the server sends a command cell to instruct the introduction point to close the connection with the client. After knowing that the introduction point closed the connection with the client, which means the circuit between client and server is built successfully, the client begins to request the server for service through the new circuit.
In Fig. 1 , the two "server" stands for the same server, ORm stands for a set of exit nodes. The hidden server guides the client to build a circuit to the server itself. The exits of the circuit are m nodes chosen by the server. The request sent by the client travels through OR1, OR2 and one of the exit nodes to the server. The response of the server travels back through the circuit. It is not necessarily through the same exit node.
The specific process of building a hidden service circuit is as the following:
1) The server choses the introduction points and builds connection with them.
2) The server generates a hidden service descriptors for the hidden service and uploads them to the hidden service directory servers for users to search.
3) The client downloads the hidden service descriptor from hidden service directory server.
4) The client randomly chooses a relay (OR1) and connects to it. After establishing connection, it requests the server to establish a connection by sending a RELAY_COMMAND_INTRODUCE1 cell to the introduction point.
5) The introduction point checks the cell and forwards the payload to the server in a RELAY_COMMAND_INTRODUCE2 cell.
6) The server chooses a relay as OR2 and sends the client a RELAY_EXTEND cell through the introduction point. After modifying the circuit id of the cell header, the client relays it to OR1 to extend the circuit to OR2.
7) The server chooses a relay as an exit node and sends OR2 a RELAY_EXTEND cell through the client to instruct the OR2 establish a connection to the exit node. A RELAY_EXTENDED cell Fig. 3(c) shows the time to download 1000MiB. When m equals 3, the time to download 1000MiB of the circuit increases from 13.31% to 28.32% compared with the original hidden service circuit. It increases from 25.75% to 51.68% when m equals 5. When m equals 7, it increases from 27.61% to 55.42%. The result shows that the transmission efficiency of improved circuit is higher and the circuit where m equals 7 is higher than the one with m equals 3. Because of more exit nodes, there will be less data needed to be transferred by each node, which reduces the potential congestion.
The new circuit is much shorter than the original circuit, which means faster transmission speed, shorter time to build a circuit and less encryption and decryption due to less relays. Exit point was changed to a set of nodes which share the traffic and speed up the transmission and response.
Security Analysis
Although the hidden service provided by Tor can ensure the anonymity of client and server to some extent, the anonymity will decline under traffic analysis [13] . When all the nodes in the multipath are adversaries, the circuit is dangerous and the relationship between two sides can easily be revealed. The probability of this happening can be calculated by the following formula:
m stands for the size of multipath. P(a) stands for the probability of the ath adversary relay being chosen, which is relevant to its bandwidth [14] . The higher the bandwidth is, the higher the probability of being chosen is. The value of P(a) can be calculated by the following formula:
b a here stands for the bandwidth of the ath adversary relay. n stands for the number of all nodes. It can be concluded from the above formula that the larger value of m, the lower probability of being compromised, and the higher security of the circuit.
There are over 6000 relays in Tor network, providing a bandwidth of over 25GiB/s [15] . We assume that the adversary can provide 100MiB/s bandwidth to acquire the relationship between the value of m and the probability of being compromised. The result is shown in table 1. Table 1 Probability of the circuit being compromised
The original hidden service circuit does not have multipath, which is equivalent to the situation of the value of m is 1. At this time the probability of the circuit under traffic analysis attack is the highest. The value of m in method proposed in this paper is larger than 1, so the probability of the circuit under traffic analysis attack is lower than that of the original protocol. And the larger the value of m is, the higher the security of the circuit is.
Conclusion
In this paper we analyzed and researched Tor hidden service. And we introduced how Tor hidden service works, including the process to build a circuit. We analyzed the shortcomings of Tor hidden service. Aiming at the shortcomings, an improved method to build a circuit is proposed. The length of the circuit built by the method is only half of that of the original hidden service circuit. Multiple exit nodes enhance traffic analysis resistance of the circuit. At the end a simulation experiment is carried out with Shadow simulator. The result of the experiment shows that the method proposed in this paper is more efficient than the original hidden service. The security analysis shows that the circuit built by the proposed method has better resistance to traffic analysis, which brings higher security.
